











































































































































B ─ 5 葉 A
　　 道光七年（1827）九月日，古杭瓶窑真寂寺，
後學儀潤源洪和南謹識。
　⑤ 『叅學知津』巻首，自序，第 5 葉 B ─ 6 葉 A
　　 大清道光六年（1826）歳次丙戌，解制後三
日，一微頭陀顯承，書於敧虎室之右軒。
　⑥『叅學知津』巻上，第 1 葉 A
　　之江開化寺前住顯承集
　　瓶窑鎮真寂寺苾芻儀潤校
　⑦『叅學知津』巻下，第 1 葉 A
　　之江開化寺前住顯承集
　　瓶窑鎮真寂寺苾芻儀潤校




















































































































































































































































































































































































も難しくなるだろう。課誦注 1 ・坐香注 2 ・出














































































































































有人生路不熟注 3 ，抱有多數缺點注 4 。本主





































































































































































































































































3 月16日13頁，『 申 報 』1924年 3 月26日14
頁，同様〕。







































料中注 2 之桕油注 3 ・燭芯・白蝋注 4 等，均定選
頭等注 5 ，誠心監造注 6 ，萬不注 7 敢摻用注 8 回











化注 17，以期上格注 18 神明，下明良心。庶免衆



































































































































































手持香燭，多致手慌脚亂注 3 ，不分次序注 4 ，
投奔注 5 東西，徃徃有前殿而無後殿，有左殿
而〔無？〕右殿，加以香煙迷目，及至出寺，





































































































































































































（ 4 ） Timothy Brook, Geographical Sources in 
Ming-Qing History, Ann Arbor：Center  for 
Chinese Studies, University of Michigan,1988.















（ 6 ） Susan Naquin and Chün-Fang Yü, Pilgrims 
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　　When considering the private Chaoshan Jinxiang (Pilgrimage) in Chinese history, which includes 
Buddhism and Taoism, private books and booklets that remain today have important meaning.  Focusing on 
the private Pilgrimage Guidebook regarding the Chaoshan Jinxiang, it was first published in the second year 
of the Guangxu Emperor of the Qing dynasty (1876), and cites “Canshen Xuezhi” (edited by Buddhist monk 
Xiancheng, reviewed by Buddhist monk Yirun). 
　　This book was compiled and edited by Hangzhou monks, covering a total of 56 classified routes to the 
pilgrimage area including temples, Taoist temples, and sacred sites from North China to South China with 29 
winding up and 27 winding down, and Chaoshan Jinxiang, that is, admonition and attitude for pilgrimage are 
also noted. 
　　Also in the early days of the Republican Era, there are "Wulin Jinxiang Lu” and "Wulin Jinxiang Xuzhi” 
published by Yuanfengrun Zhuzhan (Xiangzhuzhan Fenfasuo, a branch of Hangzhou West Lake, which 
entered the Cangzhou inn), a merchant dealing with Incense sticks and candles with headquarters in Dong xin 
qiao, Shanghai, for pilgrims in Hangzhou West Lake. Similarly there is also "Putuo Jinxiang Lu" published by 
Yuanfengrun Zhuzhan for Mt. Putuo’s Xiangke pilgrims. 
　　"Wulin Jinxiang Lu" and "Wulin Jinxiang Xuzhi" were ascertained to be pilgrimage guidebooks from 
the Hangzhou West Lake area early in the Republican Era. It includes Tianzhu Jinxiang (pilgrimage with 
Shang Tianzhu Temple of Kannon as the core), which includes temples, shrines, palace views, and places of 
historical interest and scenic beauty in the pilgrimage route, organized from the Ming and Qing dynasties as 
an emergence from the Song dynasty. 
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